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With schools reopening everywhere, whether it be virtual or physical, just about everyone is
doing some sort of back to school shopping which makes this month the perfect time to give
away a backpack bundle filled with goodies to kick off the school year!

To enter simply click below and type the phrase “BACK TO SCHOOL” in the comments section
on the entry form. Back to School photos are encouraged but are NOT REQUIRED to enter.

Contest starts 09/01/20 and ends on 09/15/20. One random winner will be chosen and
notified via email on 09/16/20. Mitchell Insurance wishes all our returning students a safe
and healthy Back-to-School season! Be sure to follow us on Facebook for an additional give-
a-way later this month.

Enter here for your Chance to Win a Backpack Bundle!

https:
https://www.facebook.com/MitchellInsurance/
https://www.insurance-mitchell.com/back-to-school-backpack-give-a-way/


Defining success means something different to all of us. Its true meaning goes far beyond the
simple dictionary description of “attaining fame, wealth, or social status”. For clients Nancy
and Kevin Shoemaker, making a positive difference in the lives of others is a major
ingredient to real success. I Run the States was just the answer the Shoemaker's were
looking for to positively impact the lives of others while providing the motivation they
needed to focus on their own goals. This month enjoy the Shoemaker's story and choose to
make a positive impact, set some goals and have an extraordinary September!

"We are Nancy and Kevin Shoemaker. We have been working together on a goal to keep
healthy. Part of what we do to help reach this goal is running. Our ambitions are leading us
to run a half marathon in every state. With the pandemic, mostly all our scheduled events
were cancelled. However, we learned about an initiative, offered through I Run the States,
involving a virtual run, and fund-raising opportunity, to help people across the globe have
access to clean and safe drinking water. I Run the States offers “Running for Unity,” a
virtual race with proceeds directed toward the drinking water initiative. Running for Unity
assists those in need in Sierra Leone, West Africa. With our scheduled races being cancelled
this opportunity, with an awesome focus, provided us with some extra motivation."  

If you or someone you know is an Everyday Extraordinary person, we would love to share your
inspiration. Simply email us your short story along with a supporting photograph for a chance
to be featured in an upcoming newsletter.

Click here to submit an Everyday Extraordinary Story

https://irunthestates.com/discover-our-why/
https://irunthestates.com
https://irunthestates.com
mailto:protectingyou@insurance-mitchell.com


Rideshare drivers, are
they covered?

When your Driver app is on, your personal
insurance may likely be off. If you drive for
Lyft or Uber contact your agent today. Your
policy may need an endorsement. Adding
ridesharing insurance is inexpensive and
hassle-free.

Contact an Agent

If you're a Dasher, are
you covered?

Do food delivery drivers need special
insurance? The long and short of it is YES,
most delivery drivers do. Let's talk, don’t
get left holding the bag, contact your agent
today to make sure your current policy has
you covered.

Contact an Agent

THIS IS WHO WE ARE...
Not all insurance agents are created equal. At Mitchell, our team is committed to working
with our customers and prospective clients. We go out of our way to treat our clients like
family, and we'd like you know more about ours. We want to help protect what you value
most in business and in life.

Meet Tresia Bramblette. Known simply as Tea to
her family. Tresia is your ideal insurance adviser
boasting over 20 years of industry experience.
She is a caring, compassionate adviser who loves
getting to know her clients so that she can help
them protect their assets in the best possible
way. Outside of work, Tresia enjoys assisting the
elderly and spending time with her grandchildren.

https://www.insurance-mitchell.com/secure-contact-form/
https://www.insurance-mitchell.com/secure-contact-form/
https://www.insurance-mitchell.com/about-us/secure-staff-contact-form/?recipient=Tresia+Bramblette


And with her abundance of pets, it would go
without saying, that she has an indisputable love
for animals!

Get in Touch Directly with Tresia on our Secure Staff Contact Form
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